ARVs MULTI-MONTH DISPENSING FLOWCHART
LOCAL LEVEL

CENTRAL/REGIONAL LEVEL
Supervisors

USER

Drug directorate / Logistics
management unit

Pharmaceutical services in hospitals, health
care centers and health care units

Pharmacists /Experts /Community
members with training in GDP

User who attends a pharmaceutical or
community service center

Technical committees (national
pharmacotherapy regulations)

Community service centers

Staff assigned or hired to deliver home
dispensing services

User at home

National health pogrammes

1

2

SET UP
Legislation
Medicine list
Number of months of supply that will
be prescribed (e.g. 3 to 6)
Criteria (e.g. clinically stable)
Local capacity
Documented procedures

NEEDS ASSESSMENT
Data quality
Methodology (morbidity)
Tools
Establishing a safety stock
Monitoring
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Set a dispensing method with users or
their companions

7
7.1

PROCUREMENT PLAN

3

4
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PROCUREMENT
Market research
Risk assessment
Monitoring

7.2

STORAGE
Receiving products (quality)
Good storage practices
Inventory control

DISTRIBUTION
Comply with good distribution
practices (GDP)

STORAGE
Receiving products (quality)
Good storage practices
Inventory control

7.3

9

DISPENSING AT A
PHARMACEUTICAL OR COMMUNITY
SERVICE CENTER
The MEDICAL PRESCRIPTION must:
Comply with regulations, contain all the
necessary information and be legible.
Specify the doses and number of
months of supply.
Have the patient's ID information.

Select and prepare the medicines in the
quantities requested (2 to 6 months) by
treatment regimen and user.
Guarantee a proper packaging.

Check with the users or their
companions the medicines and number
of supplies according to prescriptions.
Check the expiration dates.
Advise them to storage the medicines
properly to ensure their quality, and to
follow medical indications (if needed).
Tell them their next dispensing date.

HOME DELIVERY
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8.1

8.2

8.3

The user or companion must:
Submit the requested documents.

SET UP
Written procedures, supervisors, staff
properly trained in GDP.
Sign a confidentiality agreement,
draw up a contract (if applicable).

SET a delivery date with users or their
companions.
Let them know only adults can receive
the medicines and what is the
requested documentation.

PREPARATION
Establish a distribution route.
Ensure the vehicles are in good
condition and assign trained,
identified staff.
Create forms per route.

8.4

From the pharmaceutical or
community service center:
Check the medical prescription (7.1) .
Select, prepare and properly pack the
medicines by treatment regimen and
user (7.2)

8.5

COMPARE the forms to the packages
that will be delivered before leaving the
facilities.
Upon arrival to destination:
identify, dispense and register.

RECORDING ALL THE DATA
Per user: register the date, the amount of medicines prescribed and dispensed, the amount not
dispensed and the next dispensing date.

MONITORING AND TRACKING

Use medical prescription to check:
Medicines and quantities delivered.
Also check:
Expiration date of each product.

8.6

Be informed:
Of the next delivery date.
Sign the form to confirm delivery (user
or adult recipient).
Write down your comments on the
form, if any.
Discuss:
Storage at home.
Recommendations on how to storage
medicines in a dry, ventilated space
away from children (if needed).

